Host Klord says:
Prologue: The AT remains trapped in the caves by the acid rains.
Host Klord says:
<<<<Resume Mission>>>>
TO_Hills says:
::walking around, the pain has subsided some, but she is still limping slightly::
EO_Davidson says:
::eyes begin to open:: self: what the.....what the heck happened?
MO_Kostandinos says:
::finishes examining the EO:: EO: You took a little nap
SE_Draga says:
::Stands at the Bio-Domes primary console and monitors the systems closely.::
Dr_Wriler says:
::sitting on a rock and sighs.. Fiddling with some tools and a few rocks::
SO_Tanner says:
:: scanning his EVA suit for any damage ::
MO_Kostandinos says:
EO: But you should be fine now, there are no cranial injuries
EO_Davidson says:
MO: My head feels like it was hit by a tricobalt device.
Host CSO Spear says:
MO: Report on the status of the injured?
TO_Hills says:
::sees Jay awaken and walks over to him::   EO:  Thank goodness you are all right.  ::smiles::
MO_Kostandinos says:
::Administers pain medication, thankfully by hypo now that the biodome is working:: EO: That should take care of it.
Host Kiefer says:
TO: How is your ankle?
MO_Kostandinos says:
CSO: Jay and Kat are back in action
FCO_Michaels says:
::heads over to Keifer to report on their search::  CSO: The MO and I didn't find anything, but I'm convinced these tunnels have some geothermal energy somewhere, it's a large network, we still have forks left to check.  Permission to take some provisions and continue the search?
EO_Davidson says:
::gets up:: MO: Thanks Ashlynn
Dr_Wriler says:
::looks over at the EO:: MO: need any help?
SE_Draga says:
::Links the tricorder that he's placed for EMF readings to the primary console and remotely controls it.  He takes a scan of the EMF's in that area.:: Self: I hope they're in acceptable limits.
MO_Kostandinos says:
CSO: Starwind should stay off the leg for a little while longer
TO_Hills says:
CSO:  My ankle is doing all right but I still have a slight limp though
Host CSO_Spear says:
FCO: Make it so, but please, lets don't get lost ::smiles::
Dr_Wriler says:
:sighs and goes back to making a list::
MO_Kostandinos says:
CSO: But aside from that, no one seems to be having serious problems  ::looks for something resembling wood to knock on::
SO_Tanner says:
:: walks up to Draga :: SE: How is she holding up?
SE_Draga says:
::Looks over the readings and smiles.:: Self: Good!  They are.
MO_Kostandinos says:
Wriler: Yeah, actually, just keep an eye out for anyone acting strangely
FCO_Michaels says:
::grins::  CSO: Me, get lost?  I don't think that's ever happened.  Shall I take anyone with me?
Host CSO_Spear says:
MO: Good
Dr_Wriler says:
MO: right.. 
SE_Draga says:
SO: They look very good Tanner.  I was wondering if you could help me?
Host CSO_Spear says:
FCO: Take TO Hills
MO_Kostandinos says:
Wriler: Even though we have an atmosphere there still could be residual effects of oxygen deprivation
Dr_Wriler says:
MO: how many med kits do we have?
SO_Tanner says:
SE: Sure
EO_Davidson says:
CSO: I am ready to attempt to make a subspace transmitter sir. With what we have of course
FCO_Michaels says:
CSO: Aye aye sir.
MO_Kostandinos says:
Wriler: They are all in a pile over there, we still have quite a few left ::gestures::
Host CSO_Spear says:
SE: What do we have in the way of spare parts? Anything useful?
MO_Kostandinos says:
FCO,TO: Don't leave yet, you two
SE_Draga says:
::Points to a tricorder sitting all by its self.:: SO: See that tricorder?  Take it about 100 meters over there.  ::Indicates where.:: I need to take remote readings of EMF's.
FCO_Michaels says:
TO: Up for a little hike Ensign?
EO_Davidson says:
SO: Do you have a moment?
FCO_Michaels says:
MO: What's up?
SO_Tanner says:
SE: All right :: picks up the tricorder ::
SO_Tanner says:
EO: Just a moment please.
Dr_Wriler says:
MO: there should be a solution of dicozimein.. we can dilute it .. that should prevent O2 toxic shock if that happens.. but it will only work a few days at most..
SO_Tanner says:
:: takes a light 100 m jog and starts scanning ::
SE_Draga says:
CSO: We have many PADD's..  ::Thinks.:: Phasers.  Quite a lot of engineering parts.  Tubing.  I’m not sure what we have though.
TO_Hills says:
::looks to the FCO::  FCO:  I will do what I can and one other thing, you better not get me lost.  ::turns to the MO::  
MO_Kostandinos says:
::walks over toward them with a few hypos in hand:: Since you guys will be going outside the dome, you'll need some extra Tri-OX ::administers the hypos::
EO_Davidson says:
::walks towards the SO:: SO: Of anyway that you know that we can reinforce these suits? si we can walk to the nearest shuttle?
Host CSO_Spear says:
SE: See if we have anything capable of making a subspace transceiver out of
MO_Kostandinos says:
Wriler: Good thinking
SO_Tanner says:
SE: Looks good from here.
SE_Draga says:
::Turns and links the data from the SO's Tricorder and looks over it closely.:: CSO:  I’m not sure what you mean by useful sir.
Dr_Wriler says:
CSO: Has anyone scanned the walls of the cave? Maybe we can find some coal.. 
MO_Kostandinos says:
FCO,TO : And take some more Tri-OX and Losorin with you, in case you need it while you are out ::shows them both how to administer it through oxygen tanks::
FCO_Michaels says:
MO: Thanks.  ::puts on an environmental suit and waits for the TO to do the same::
TO_Hills says:
MO:  Thanks.
Host CSO_Spear says:
FCO: Try to find your way to the main crater if possible
SE_Draga says:
CSO: Aye!  I can do that.
SO_Tanner says:
EO: The suits have been designed to withstand all sorts of problems, however we need to coat it with some sort of ..covering that would stop acid penetration
TO_Hills says:
::puts on her EVA suit::
Host Klord says:
Action: the rain lets up and quits
FCO_Michaels says:
::stores the medicine in his suit pouch and pulls out a tricorder::  CSO: Aye sir.
MO_Kostandinos says:
::looks the FCO right in the eye:: Be careful, Brynn.
Host CSO_Spear says:
FCO: Report back to me if and when you do
SE_Draga says:
SO: Thanks for the readings.    ::Orders an Engineer to take over the Main Console, then heads over to the parts area.::
FCO_Michaels says:
MO: Always.  ::grins::
FCO_Michaels says:
CSO: Understood.
EO_Davidson says:
CSO:Sir, look the rain has stopped! ::points out side::
SO_Tanner says:
EO: Out best bet is to go when the rain stops
FCO_Michaels says:
TO: Shall we?  ::waves his hand indicating she should lead the way and hands her a tricorder::
Host CSO_Spear says:
EO: Excellent
MO_Kostandinos says:
::gives the FCO a look that says she knows better than to believe his last statement::
EO_Davidson says:
CSO:Orders?
TO_Hills says:
FCO:  Well let's do this, we got family to get back to ::smiles::
SE_Draga says:
::Starts to go through all the spare parts, logging them into his PADD.  Hoping they have enough.::
Dr_Wriler says:
::stands up and picks up her too kit.. Pulling out a small mineral scanner and adjust it::
Host CSO_Spear says:
EO/SO: I'd like you to get back in the suits and head for the nearest shuttle
Host Klord says:
Action: the scene above ground is breathtakingly beautiful. The winds have died down temporarily and the sky is lit in hues of orange and red streaked with yellows. The light is surreal and eerie.
Host Klord  (Eerie Planet Surface.wav)
SO_Tanner says:
CSO: Yes sir
SO_Tanner says:
:: slips on his helmet and locks it in :: CSO: Ready
FCO_Michaels says:
::follows the TO down through the start of the network of caves and points to his left::  TO: We haven't tried down here yet, and I feel a slight breeze, could mean it leads through to the crater.
Dr_Wriler says:
CSO: sir?
EO_Davidson says:
CSO:Aye ::gets in suit in record time:: Grab phasers and extra engineering kit and lets move it. Double Time
Host CSO_Spear says:
EO/SO: Salvage anything you can, but do your best to rip the subspace transceiver out of it. The nearest shuttle is the Ron.::gives the coordinates to Jay::
SE_Draga says:
::Starts putting supplies together for the transciever.:: CSO:  We have parts sir.
MO_Kostandinos says:
EO/SO: Wait just one second
TO_Hills says:
FCO:  It could  ::as she heads the way he pointed out::
EO_Davidson says:
CSO:Got it sir. 
SO_Tanner says:
MO: Yes doctor?
MO_Kostandinos says:
::administers Tri-Ox to them as well, and gives them extras to take with in case they need it:: SO: No sense in going out there if you can't breathe ::smiles::
EO_Davidson says:
::walks to the CSO ::CSO: we will be back so you can see Christine Kiefer. I guarantee you that
Host CSO_Spear says:
SE: Wonderful. Do your best to assemble the transceiver, in the event the EO and SO are unsuccessful.
FCO_Michaels says:
::looks around them at the surrounding rock and runs his tricorder over the area::
Dr_Wriler says:
EO/SO: I'll come too.. I want to see what kind of minerals we have around here...
SO_Tanner says:
MO: Thanks  :: takes the hypos and puts them in a pocket ::
SO_Tanner says:
EO: Shall we
MO_Kostandinos says:
::gives the Tri-Ox to Wriler as well::
SE_Draga says:
::Goes to his pack and pulls out his Engineers toolkit and starts putting together the best subspace transceiver that he can.:: Self: Yes..  ::Puts one part with another.:: Okay. ::Welds that part.:: Now.. ::Looks around.::
EO_Davidson says:
Wriler: I don’t think that is a good idea. You better to stay here
MO_Kostandinos says:
SO: No problem, I'm just doing my job
Dr_Wriler says:
::folds arms:: EO: right.. 
TO_Hills says:
::looks around trying to figure out how they are going to get off this rock::
FCO_Michaels says:
::feels the breeze get a bit stronger as they reach a fork and points down to the right::  TO: It seems to be coming from there.
EO_Davidson says:
SO: Lets go double time ::starts running toward the shuttle::
SO_Tanner says:
:: follows behind :: EO: You know we could just walk fast and save our energy
Dr_Wriler says:
::walks to the mouth of the cave and starts looking at the rocks::
EO_Davidson says:
SO: Cant keep up?
TO_Hills says:
FCO:  It appears so, lead on.
SE_Draga says:
::Sees another part and quickly grabs it.  Then installs it into his rather bad jumble of parts that'll make up a subspace transceiver array.:: Self: She ain't nothing to look at.  ::Smiles:: But she'll work. ::Frowns.:: At least I hope so.
MO_Kostandinos says:
::looking over Starwind's formerly shattered leg to make sure the bone regeneration took::
SO_Tanner says:
EO: I was on the academy's long distance running team ...its just logical since we will be hauling things back
Host CSO_Spear says:
MO:<w> How is he:: Gestures at Starwind::
Dr_Wriler says:
::chips at the cave walls and collects the chips in a bag::
SE_Draga says:
::Tests his transceiver array.:: Self: Okay.  ::Makes an adjustment to the transmitter then checks it with his tricorder.:: GOOD!
FCO_Michaels says:
::takes the lead and comes to a spot of the caverns where the rock appears to change a bit, small holes can be seen all around them, almost perfectly cylindrical, and some of them, he realizes as he looks up through them, reach all the way to the surface::  TO: What do you make of these vents??  ::runs his tricorder along them::
EO_Davidson says:
::points:: SO: there it is
Host CSO_Spear says:
SE: getting results?
SO_Tanner says:
:: scans it with a tricorder: :: EO: Its holding up fine
MO_Kostandinos says:
CSO:<w> Doing better than I had hoped, actually.  He can walk on it now, and should be able to perform his duties normally, as long as he is careful not to injure the leg again
SE_Draga says:
::Takes one last test.:: CSO: Yes.  She seems to be working. ::Sighs:: But she ain't nothing to look at.  ::Turns and points to "It"::
EO_Davidson says:
SO: Any fractures in the hull? Degradation?
SO_Tanner says:
EO: You get the transceiver I will grab all the supplies we can get
Dr_Wriler says:
::walks on out and looks around for any thing else to collect that might be useful later.. taking a bag full of containers and looks around the ground::
SO_Tanner says:
EO: Engines are as good as useless
SO_Tanner says:
EO: The hull integrity is at 51%
EO_Davidson says:
SO:Never say that to a engineer. 
Host CSO_Spear says:
SE: Cosmetics I could care less about. Is it ready to send?
Dr_Wriler says:
::finds a puddle of the acid and collects a few vials of it::
Host CSO_Spear says:
MO: <W>: I'll keep him on light duty
TO_Hills says:
FCO:  They appear to be made to let something liquefied flow through
SE_Draga says:
::Smiles:: CSO: Aye she is.  ::Sighs:: But its hard to say how she'll work in this environment sir.
EO_Davidson says:
::enters the shuttle:: SO: lets try and get back up power on line.
MO_Kostandinos says:
CSO:<w> Good - with the limited medical facilities we have here, it's better to be safe than sorry.
Dr_Wriler says:
::returns to the mouth of the cave and tinkers with what she collected..::
SE_Draga says:
::Gently pats his subspace transceiver array.  Something he does to give it luck.::
SO_Tanner says:
EO: We should hurry, :: pulling out power relays ::
Host CSO_Spear says:
SE: Well we'll try it here, if we get no response, we'll need to find a better location, one that’s sheltered from the EM dampening, but gives us an opening.
EO_Davidson says:
SO: Nervous ensign?
Host CSO_Spear says:
SE: Try sending out a distress signal, continuous cycle.
FCO_Michaels says:
::reaches up inside one and feels how almost machine-smooth they are::  TO: Made as in not natural, or is this simply a case of volcanic activity?  ::runs his tricorder along more further along to see what kind of atmosphere is at the other end::
SO_Tanner says:
EO: The atmosphere is radical...if it starts raining here...the shuttle will not be enough protection
MO_Kostandinos says:
::finished with Starwind, checks over the nervous system once more of the UFP who had severed nerves in the crash::
SE_Draga says:
CSO: Aye sir. ::Walks over to it and then activates it for a distress signal.  Closely monitors it with his tricorder.::
Dr_Wriler says:
::is able to form a few acid batteries and proceeds to increase their performance::
EO_Davidson says:
::scans the power relays:: SO: It don’t look good. Take all power relays off and the subspace transceiver and anything else and let’s go.
SE_Draga says:
CSO: She seems to be transmitting. ::Frowns a bit.:: Its hard to say if the signal is escaping the dampening effects sir.
Host Klord says:
Action: signal sends but bounces back off the atmosphere
SO_Tanner says:
:: fills up a large backpack with rations ::
Host CSO_Spear says:
SE: I see
SO_Tanner says:
:: picks up the pattern enhancers as well ::
SE_Draga says:
::Looks closer at his tricorder.:: CSO: No! ::Shakes his head.:: The signal is bouncing back.
Host CSO_Spear says:
SE: We'll need to find a different location.
SO_Tanner says:
EO: Is the amplifier usable?
Dr_Wriler says:
::uses sulfur and powers it.. Making an anti-biotic like substance and a flame torch. Loves this stuff. Melts a few rocks to make more wires for the power cell::
SE_Draga says:
CSO: It'll have to be outside of the dome sir.  This dampening field is way too strong from my readings and calculations.
EO_Davidson says:
::pulls out isoleniar chips and wires:: SO: It looks okay, take it anyway.
SO_Tanner says:
::stuffs more things in a crate ::
SO_Tanner says:
:: takes an extra medical kit for the doctor and puts 2 phaser rifles on his shoulder ::
Host CSO_Spear says:
SE: How about narrowing the signal to a pinpoint? We'll try and push it through.
SO_Tanner says:
EO: I’m ready
EO_Davidson says:
SO: Okay just let me double check
TO_Hills says:
FCO:  That is a possibility
SE_Draga says:
::Thinks a bit, wondering if he can make some adjustments to the dome.:: CSO: That might work.  But I doubt it.  ::Smiles:: But its worth a try! ::Walks to the console of his subspace transceiver array and focuses the beam.::
SE_Draga says:
:: Tuning the amplifier and wave guides.:: Self: A little more. ::Makes yet another adjustment.::  A little more. ::Checks it with his tricorder.:: Hmm..
CTO_Knight says:
::Rises from his heat induced nap:: Self: I need to sleep like that more often.
EO_Davidson says:
SO: Okay lets get going
Host CSO_Spear says:
CTO: I want you to try your flare idea again. This time, make sure no one is in the way, and blast away from inside the cave, aiming out.
Dr_Wriler says:
::goes back in the cave with her odd little ideas:: CSO: sir! I think this will recharge the tricorders.. and maybe we can.. ::pauses at what’s going on::
MO_Kostandinos says:
::watching the crew members carefully for signs of mental disorientation, not so much from lack of oxygen now as from cabin fever and extreme stress::
CTO_Knight says:
::Looks around and notices everyone moving about::
Host CSO_Spear says:
DR: Yes? Let me see.
FCO_Michaels says:
TO: Let's take some readings of the area and continue on.  In the meantime run some ideas through your head as to whether we can use these vents, or what their presence means, to our advantage.
SO_Tanner says:
:: walks out of the shuttle hauling some 150 pounds along ::
Dr_Wriler says:
::hands over the small acid battery::
TO_Hills says:
::scanning the area::  FCO:  Already on it.
Host CSO_Spear says:
CTO: The EO and the SO may be in the vicinity. Make sure they are out of the way
EO_Davidson says:
::carrying about 175 lbs:: SO: How come shuttles have so much junk?
MO_Kostandinos says:
CTO: Before you go outside, come over here for a minute::
SE_Draga says:
::Sighs and makes yet one more critical adjustment to the wave guides.:: Self: This one is touchy. ::Checks it with his tricorder.:: Ahh!  There.  ::Gets up and turns.::
CTO_Knight says:
CSO: All right, last time, though, the acid rain squashed m' last phaser.
SO_Tanner says:
EO: I guess we went prepared
MO_Kostandinos says:
::readies a hypo of tri-ox::
Host CSO_Spear says:
CTO: The rain gas stopped
CTO_Knight says:
CSO: No problem. ::stops and moves over to the MO::
SE_Draga says:
CSO:  Looks like I have it tuned as best as it'll ever get. ::Sighs and hopes its enough.::
FCO_Michaels says:
::heads along further following the source of the breeze as it becomes more prevalent, making sure the TO can keep up::
Dr_Wriler says:
CSO: This cave has a nice supply of sulfur.. it's burning quality.. 87% pure..
EO_Davidson says:
SO: Yeah I guess so.... but lets try and hurry it up a bit.
MO_Kostandinos says:
CTO:: gives him the tri-ox:: This will help you breathe for a little while, and here is a little more in case you need it
MO_Kostandinos says:
CTO: Good luck out there ::smiles::
TO_Hills says:
::while walking with the FCO, she has an idea::  FCO:  Do you think there was a civilization here long time ago?
CTO_Knight says:
MO: Thanks , love. You'll be in my dreams for this.
SE_Draga says:
CSO: Let me try an adjustment to the bio-dome. ::Walks over to the main console and taps a few commands.  Then stares at it a bit.  Then makes a slight adjustment to the dampening field.  Then returns.::
SO_Tanner says:
EO: We should be there in some 10 minutes
CTO_Knight says:
::Smiles back and heads out of the cave with a new phaser and the tri-ox::
MO_Kostandinos says:
CTO: I'm flattered ::grins and goes back to her work::
EO_Davidson says:
SO:okay, lets hope the rain don’t start again or were toast
Dr_Wriler says:
::sighs and walks back to her small collection::
FCO_Michaels says:
::stops and frowns, thinking hard::  TO: That would explain the abundance of vents and tunnels...even volcanic activity doesn't usually create this complex a network...was there any pattern to the vent work, did it seem like they were spaced evenly to you, or more random?
SE_Draga says:
:: Kneels down to the console and makes one last adjustment to the subspace transceiver array.  Then checks it and smiles slightly.:: Self: That aught’ a do it.
SO_Tanner says:
:: picks up the pace ::
CTO_Knight says:
::Outside, he begins to set up the phaser like last time. He looks around for Lt. Davidson and Ens. Tanner::
TO_Hills says:
FCO:  I believed they seemed to be placed both at random and evenly at some places as if there were repairs to be done at some time.
Host CSO_Spear says:
::examines the battery: the Dr gave him::
EO_Davidson says:
SO: So Mr. Tanner, were your parents starfleet officers?
SE_Draga says:
::Activates the subspace transceiver array.:: Self: Please work!
Dr_Wriler says:
::starts packing a tight can looking device with a black powder::
FCO_Michaels says:
TO: I can't imagine what kind of civilization could have survived on this hellish planet...but I've seen more bizarre things.  Keep an eye out for any other signs, I think we're getting close to the crater the CSO wanted us to find.
SO_Tanner says:
EO: No, my parents were professors at the university in Toronto
SO_Tanner says:
EO: Yours?
TO_Hills says:
FCO:  How do we know that this planet was always like this?  ::feels some pain in her ankle and she limps a bit more::
Dr_Wriler says:
self: nothing like old fashion gun powder.. ::grins and mixes it a little better::
SE_Draga says:
::Checks his tricorder and watches it for a while.::
EO_Davidson says:
SO:My parents died when I was young, Toronto? Where’s that?
SO_Tanner says:
EO:  North America...one of the largest cities. You never heard of it?!?
EO_Davidson says:
::points:: SO: I can see the cave.
Dr_Wriler says:
::packs the can tight and seals the lid with the sulfur torch::
SO_Tanner says:
EO: I see it too
FCO_Michaels says:
TO: True...I'd hate to know what catastrophe brought it to this end...you ok on that leg?  ::spots an opening a few dozen feet ahead::  Looks like we're there.
SO_Tanner says:
:: looks up to the sky :: EO: We should hurry
MO_Kostandinos says:
::with the chronic patients stabilized for the moment, briefly leans up against a wall of the dome and watches Wriler with some interest::
EO_Davidson says:
SO: No I haven't. I stayed in near SFHQ when I was at the academy
Dr_Wriler says:
::sets it down and makes another one::
SE_Draga says:
::Kneels down to the console and tapps on it.:: Self: What is it? ::Reaches to scratch his head and his hand hits the EVA suit.::
EO_Davidson says:
::nods and begins a brisk jog::
SO_Tanner says:
EO: Where are you from?
MO_Kostandinos says:
Wriler: What are you doing?
Dr_Wriler says:
::sets an acid flare in the center and seals the lid.. Carries it out side and away from the cave entrance::
FCO_Michaels says:
TO: Take a breather here, I'll take a look up ahead, get yourself off that ankle for a bit, we need to make it back to camp after this.
EO_Davidson says:
SO: Bajor. Can’t ya tell with the ridges?
EO_Davidson says:
::points to his nose::
TO_Hills says:
FCO: Great, the sooner we get this done, the sooner I can rest this ankle.  ::is glad that he offered to stop and rest::
Dr_Wriler says:
MO: testing.. better stand back.. 
SO_Tanner says:
EO: I can...Davidson is not your traditional bajoran name
FCO_Michaels says:
::walks on ahead at a brisk pace and exits the cave networks to come out inside the crater on a narrow ledge and looks around::
MO_Kostandinos says:
::wonders what she is testing but stays at a safe distance::
Host CSO_Spear says:
SE: How is the dome itself holding up? Any idea How long it will sustain us?
EO_Davidson says:
SO:no its not
CTO_Knight says:
::Prepares the phaser to setoff the programmed firing sequence and waits for the EO and SO to clear the way::
EO_Davidson says:
CTO:Othello, give us a hand?
Dr_Wriler says:
::walks a fair distance away and gives the can a toss into a hole in some rocks.. hears it crinckel as the flare goes off and then a loud pop as dust and rock comes flying out of the hole::
CTO_Knight says:
EO: All right. Gota move I'm gonna set this thing to fire.
SE_Draga says:
::Jerks up.:: CSO: What? ::Frowns a bit.:: Oh.  The dome?  ::Looks at his PADD.:: Last measurement was 36 hours or so. I'd have to take another reading.
FCO_Michaels says:
::wrinkles his nose at the horrendous smell as he looks into a crater filled with nothing but gas and shakes his head, heading back down to the TO::
EO_Davidson says:
CTO: For what?
SO_Tanner says:
CTO: What are you doing?
Host CSO_Spear says:
Self: We need an alternate power source if we're to survive.
SO_Tanner says:
:: puts the crate down ::
EO_Davidson says:
CSO:sir, were back
Host CSO_Spear says:
EO: Report.
Dr_Wriler says:
::walks over and collects form of the rock that blew out of the hole:: self: oh nice..
SO_Tanner says:
:: takes of his helmet and takes many deep breaths ::
CTO_Knight says:
EO: It's gonna act like an flare of olden days, mate.
SE_Draga says:
::Taps at his PADD and links it with the main console and starts his calculations.::
MO_Kostandinos says:
::shakes her head wondering why the Dr. is exploding things::
SO_Tanner says:
SE: There...the crate I stripped the shuttle the best I could
Dr_Wriler says:
::returns to the cave::
FCO_Michaels says:
TO: Nothing, but the trip wasn't a waste of our time, let's head back, and on the way take a bit closer look at the vent system, I'd be willing to bet if your hunch is right that those vents brought oxygen from the surface...if there ever was any up there down to the cave system.
CTO_Knight says:
::Prepares one of the extra tri-ox hypos for the SO::
SO_Tanner says:
:: sits down on a rock and opens a water pack ::
EO_Davidson says:
CSO: We got what we could, a sub space relay, the transmitter, some isoleniar chips and a few others. Shall I begin construction?
TO_Hills says:
::gets up::  FCO:  All right, the data we get may prove helpful to us getting off this rock.
CTO_Knight says:
SO: You look like you could use this, mate. ::Squats to give Tanner the hypo::
FCO_Michaels says:
TO: Let's hope so, lead the way.  ::allowing her to set the pace::
SO_Tanner says:
CTO: Thanks.
SE_Draga says:
::Looks at his PADD in shock.:: CSO: Just a few more hours!
Host CSO_Spear says:
EO: We have a working subspace transceiver here. However, we'll need another..........I'd like to find a more suitable location
Host CSO_Spear says:
SE: A few hours?
TO_Hills says:
::walks ahead, and her limp is more pronounced::
EO_Davidson says:
CSO:On a hill, high a top a hill
SE_Draga says:
::Shakes his head.:: CSO: Yes...
MO_Kostandinos says:
::looks at the SE in shock, and immediately starts cataloguing in her head how much Tri-Ox/Losorin they have left::
Dr_Wriler says:
MO: well it worked.. If we ever find a good source of geothermal energy. at least we have a way to get to it..
CTO_Knight says:
::Stands up and pulls a tricorder out:: Self: I'll start the firing sequence remotely.
Host CSO_Spear says:
EO: Agreed. Head for a high point and send a distress call. It IS operational?
says: SE_Draga
CSO: We can get the power from the tricorders, phasers and other non-essential equipment to extend the time sir.
EO_Davidson says:
CSO: with a little work, it could be.
MO_Kostandinos says:
::nods to the Dr, now understanding why she was making bombs::
FCO_Michaels says:
::follows the TO back through the maze and as they arrive back in the main cavern, waves the MO over::
Host CSO_Spear says:
SE: I suppose this dome requires an inordinate amount of power.
SO_Tanner says:
SE: I took a power unit from the replicator its in the crate
MO_Kostandinos says:
FCO: What is it?
Dr_Wriler says:
MO: that and it keeps me busy and thinking.. ::walks on:: 
TO_Hills says:
::finds a rock and sits down::
Host CSO_Spear says:
FCO: Report
CTO_Knight says:
::Keys in a few commands and steps to the entrance of the dome::
FCO_Michaels says:
MO: Ensign Hills could use a little attention to her leg, and some minor pain killers, nothing serious.
SE_Draga says:
CSO: Yes, but we only had the backup generator sir.. ::Shakes his head.::
Host CSO_Spear says:
SE: Do the best you can
MO_Kostandinos says:
FCO: Sure thing. TO: Kat, come here, let me see your leg again
SE_Draga says:
SO: What did you intend to do with it?
EO_Davidson says:
CSO: Should I?
FCO_Michaels says:
CSO: Sir.  The crater's nothing but sulfuric gas, but we did come across an interesting array of vents in one of the tunnels, almost appears man-made.  ::hands the CSO his tricorder with the readings on it::
SE_Draga says:
CSO: Aye sir. ::Starts calculations in his head, wondering how much longer he can sustain the bio-dome.::
Host CSO_Spear says:
EO: Hold on a minute
SO_Tanner says:
SE: I it has enough juice in it for one short transmission
CTO_Knight says:
::Inputs one last tap and activates the phaser::
Host CSO_Spear says:
::takes the tricorder::
SO_Tanner says:
SE: Plus with the amplifier we took out it could work
EO_Davidson says:
CSO:Aye. We could adapt some of this transmitter to be able work with this
Dr_Wriler says:
FCO: sulfur?! Thats volcanic!
SO_Tanner says:
SE: I also have 3 pattern enhancers and some power converters in the crate
Dr_Wriler says:
::gets excited:: self: now if we can just tap the energy..
MO_Kostandinos says:
::Administers more pain meds to the TO:: TO: That should hold the pain off for a little while
FCO_Michaels says:
::takes off the helmet of his environmental suit, glad to be back and out of the confines of it::
SE_Draga says:
SO: I see.  ::Thinks and continues his calculations as he then orders his Engineers to get to work on adding all non-essential equipments' power to the bio-dome.::
CTO_Knight says:
::Goes back over to the CSO and the others:: CSO: Flare's activated and going, sir.
TO_Hills says:
MO:  Thanks a lot, I was beginning to think I wasn't gonna make it back before my ankle gave out ::smiles::
Dr_Wriler says:
SE: can any of that be modified to use heat to create energy?!
EO_Davidson says:
Darga: What kind of power out put does your dome put out?
SE_Draga says:
::Shakes his head to clear his thoughts a moment.:: SO: What? ::Stifles a reluctant laugh.:: What do you mean?
MO_Kostandinos says:
::thinks:: TO: Sit down, let me look it over again.
Host CSO_Spear says:
FCO: We're running out of time. Do you think there's a more protective environment down there somewhere? CTO: Acknowledged
Dr_Wriler says:
CSO: sir.. that kind of gas comes from volcanic vents..
TO_Hills says:
MO:  I'd be most grateful ::sits down again::
Host CSO_Spear says:
FCO: Could we fabricate a generator of sorts? From the vents?
EO_Davidson says:
Darga:well? what kind of power out put does this thing have?
Host CSO_Spear says:
DR: We're inside a volcano. That doesn't surprise me
FCO_Michaels says:
CSO: The air is less stale down there because of the vents, but I wouldn't say it's any better than here...::pauses thinking hard about his last question::
SE_Draga says:
SO: Maybe with some modifications to the power converter. ::Wonders in thought.::
Dr_Wriler says:
CSO: but it's a free vent.. might be heat in there..
MO_Kostandinos says:
::scans the ankle:: The injury hasn't gotten any worse, you probably just brought the pain back by walking around so much.
SO_Tanner says:
SE: It is possible...however I am not an engineer.
Host CSO_Spear says:
FCO: The air is not breathable according to these readings
EO_Davidson says:
::waves:: SE: Hello?
SE_Draga says:
::Shakes his head to clear his thoughts again.:: SO: Yes it is.  ::turns to the EO.::
FCO_Michaels says:
CSO: Well...they did allow air, or what passes for air to filter down into the caves...I suppose we could set up some sort of wind generators...but that's a guess at best sir.
EO_Davidson says:
Darga: May I be of service?
CTO_Knight says:
SE: Couldn't you build and old fashioned turbine to turn a generator like the old power plants on Earth did with steam, using the vents?
Host CSO_Spear says:
FCO: Understood:: moves aside from the others to think::
TO_Hills says:
MO:  You know, I think there was life on this planet long ago, we found something interesting that may lead us to believe that.   ::rubs her ankle::  That's what I thought I hope this will go away soon.
SO_Tanner says:
CSO: We do not have the equipment to set up a generator the would tap the thermal vents
SE_Draga says:
EO: Yes.  Could you help the SO with his problem?
SE_Draga says:
::Smiles:: CTO:  YES!!! ::Laughs::
EO_Davidson says:
Darga:Be glad to
MO_Kostandinos says:
TO: How anything could survive on this rock is beyond me....
EO_Davidson says:
SO: What’s the problem?
Dr_Wriler says:
MO: then it's probably wasn't carbon based..
FCO_Michaels says:
::sighs and growls to himself that he didn't study his sciences more at the academy, his argument always being, "What's a pilot got to know about geology?"...well now he knew::
TO_Hills says:
MO:  Like I asked Brynn, how do we know that this planet didn't always look like this?
Dr_Wriler says:
CSO: I have explosives to open it up more..
CTO_Knight says:
::Raises an eyebrow to the SE's excited answer::
MO_Kostandinos says:
::watching the SE suspiciously, wonders if his disposition is brought on by their current situation or is just indigenous to his character::
SE_Draga says:
::Feels a bit funny.  Walks to the MO and whispers.:: MO: I’m losing the ability to think.. Straightly.
EO_Davidson says:
CSO:Thats not a good idea.could cause a cave in
SO_Tanner says:
EO: Mr. Draga wants to use the power converters as a power source...however I do not know if it’s possible
MO_Kostandinos says:
SE: Sit down, take a deep breath
EO_Davidson says:
::looks down:: SO: Check one of the power couplings from the shuttle and see if it works
MO_Kostandinos says:
::looks through the med kit for something to help him, preferably not involving losorin::
SE_Draga says:
::Sits and takes some deep breaths, tries to stop his 'panicked thinking':: MO: Okay.
SO_Tanner says:
CSO: Perhaps we can design a projectile of some sort that would shoot up into space using shuttle’s thrusters
Dr_Wriler says:
::looks at a tricorder:: MO: we have plenty of oxygen.. but umm the cardon dioxide is getting too high
EO_Davidson says:
CSO/SO: Thrusters are no good
MO_Kostandinos says:
::finds a mild sedative, which in a small enough dose should calm him without putting him to sleep:: SE: Here, this should help you calm down
Dr_Wriler says:
MO: umm sir?
SO_Tanner says:
EO: How about the other shuttle
MO_Kostandinos says:
Wriler: How far above normal is it?
SE_Draga says:
::Frowns a bit and then smiles.:: MO: Thank you.
EO_Davidson says:
SO: none are any good. The acid rain would have messed them up
Dr_Wriler says:
::hands the tricorder over:: MO; we need to get a filter going.. we are going to die of toxic shock before we run out of air..
FCO_Michaels says:
::overhears the CSO, SO, and EO talking::  CSO/SO/EO: No, but we do have combustable gas...and raw metal...I'm  not sure that it could gain an escape velocity, but it'd be like building an old fashioned toy rocket....
CTO_Knight says:
SE: You okay?
Dr_Wriler says:
FCO: I said I had EXPLOSIVES!!!
EO_Davidson says:
::grabs a power coupling and attaches to the converter:: FCO: Your a genius!! that could very well work
Dr_Wriler says:
::fidgets and goes back to what she was doing::
Host CSO_Spear says:
ALL: We've go to move quickly. Listen up
MO_Kostandinos says:
::looks at the tricorder and her eyes get wide::
SE_Draga says:
CTO: Yes.  I am..  Or I was losing the ability to keep my thoughts from running away. ::Sighs and hope his condition isn’t coming back.::
CTO_Knight says:
::Looks over to the CSO::
SO_Tanner says:
FCO: How about the message buoy?
TO_Hills says:
::was beginning to wonder if the EO was gonna kiss the FCO at the idea and lets out a little smirk::
SO_Tanner says:
FCO: they have thrusters
EO_Davidson says:
SO: Grab that circular canister
Host CSO_Spear says:
EO/SO: Go back to the Ron. Get the anti-gravs there and rip off one of the Nacelles. Bring it back here
MO_Kostandinos says:
::about to tell the CSO about the CO2, but looks up when he calls to them::
FCO_Michaels says:
SO: Can you modify the thrusters to run on the gasses or explosives that we have, I'm sure their own power sources are minimal..
EO_Davidson says:
CSO: Done ::gets up and runs towards the RON::
SE_Draga says:
::Feels the slight sedative start to work and smiles for no apparent reason.::
Dr_Wriler says:
::starts collecting that carbon and tries to piece together a Co2 filter::
SO_Tanner says:
FCO: It is possible if we can get enough hydrogen and oxygen
Host CSO_Spear says:
FCO: We'll need a combustible material as the SO suggested Look for one, we've got the gasses to propel, we just need to ignite it.
MO_Kostandinos says:
SE: You know the biodome the best of all of us, assist Dr. Wriler in making a filter for the atmosphere. Are you up to it?
EO_Davidson says:
CSO:A phaser would work sir! ::yells back::
SO_Tanner says:
CSO: A phaser would add more weight
Dr_Wriler says:
MO: I got it.. ::mummbles and tinkers more::
Host CSO_Spear says:
SE: While they're getting the nacelle, we'll need to devise a way to power and transmit ...............from a projectile.
SO_Tanner says:
CSO: We need to get compressed hydrogen and oxygen in a containment filed of a sort
SE_Draga says:
MO: Sure.  No problem.  ::Turns to the CSO::
TO_Hills says:
::resting up and hoping the pain in her ankle will go away and soon::
MO_Kostandinos says:
SE:Thanks
FCO_Michaels says:
::looks around and notices two shards of the cave wall that had crumbled off, taking one strikes the other hard against it several times::
SO_Tanner says:
CSO: The solar panels on the buoy should power up once the atmosphere is clear
Host CSO_Spear says:
SO: Agreed. I'll work on getting us that also
SE_Draga says:
::Pauses a moment as he thinks.:: CSO: Sure.
CTO_Knight says:
CSO: Sir, if you're building a projectile, then I ought to be workin' on it too.
EO_Davidson says:
::Arrives at the RON grabs the anti-grav unit and places it under the nacelle. Cuts the supports from the nacelle and does the same thing with the other and pulls them back to the cave::
SO_Tanner says:
CSO: We would need to go back and retrieve one from the launcher
Host CSO_Spear says:
CTO: feel free to assist the SE


In another part of the galaxy, the ship has abandoned the Away team and has moved on

 Host AGM_John says:
Prologue: The Hayden remains just outside the Norroca system. Time is ticking down to meet the freighter.
Host AGM_John says:
<<<<Resume Mission>>>>
Host XOLongly-MacGregor says:
::on the bridge ::
CEO_Bafii says:
:: in Main Engineering running over the latest test results ::
CMO_Spear says:
::In sickbay pouring over reports reading them again for anything else she missed::
Keely_Ryanne says:
::sits at Ops, pretending she actually knows what she's doing::
Host XOLongly-MacGregor says:
::still pretty ticked off at having to leave the crew behind.  They are NOT dead::
Host CO_Cutter says:
::on the bridge, stalling::
OPS_Abbott says:
::sitting at the helm hands flying over the console doing three things at once::
Host XOLongly-MacGregor says:
OPS:  ETA to the planet?
Host CO_Cutter says:
*CEO* CEO to the bridge
CEO_Bafii says:
:: frustrated, bordering on annoyed ::  *CO* Aye sir
CMO_Spear says:
::Rubbing her tired eyes and standing for a moment......stretching tall::
Host CO_Cutter says:
::throws a look at the XO upon hearing the CEO's tone::
Host XOLongly-MacGregor says:
::looks around and thinks everyone is in a pretty rotten mood::
Host XOLongly-MacGregor says:
CO:  Well Jason it just sounds like he feels like the rest of us.
OPS_Abbott says:
::hands still flying :: XO: About 24 hours, Sir.
CEO_Bafii says:
:: heads for the TL after seeing that everyone is working ::
CEO_Bafii says:
TL: Deck 1
Host XOLongly-MacGregor says:
OPS/FCO:  Thanks Abbott
Host CO_Cutter says:
XO:  I know Daria.  I need to senior officers to set an example for the rest of the crew.
CMO_Spear says:
::Walks out into main SB taking a short break......her palms set in the small of her back::
Host XOLongly-MacGregor says:
CO:  Aye sir.  You know how difficult that is at a time like this.  I know you do.
CEO_Bafii says:
:: as the TL reaches the bridge, Bafii takes a deep breath and gets control of himself back for the moment.  He steps through the opening doors ::  CO: Reporting sir.
Host XOLongly-MacGregor says:
*CMO*  Christine how are the medical preparations coming along
OPS_Abbott says:
::checks course and heading while running systems analysis on weapons and shield status::
CMO_Spear says:
::Unconsciously bites at the inside of her lip....Looking around at the others working hard::
CMO_Spear says:
*XO*: They are comin' along, Ma'am.  We are workin' on the physiology of the disease now.
Host CO_Cutter says:
CEO:  Thanks Bafii....  I know we officially have given up, but I'd like you to set some remotes to begin your anti-matter conversion process out here.  Do it quietly, I don't want to raise false hope.
Host XOLongly-MacGregor says:
*CMO*:  Excellent Christine.  Good work
Keely_Ryanne says:
::watches the interplay on the bridge while pretending to know what she's doing::
Host XOLongly-MacGregor says:
::hears the CO and raises her eyebrows at him and smiles::
Host CO_Cutter says:
::points at the XO and glares::  XO: Don't say it Daria....
CEO_Bafii says:
CO: Aye sir.  The shuttlepods are still modified - as a matter of fact, one of my team enhanced it a bit with a transmitter relay - hopefully we will be able to monitor the progress
Host XOLongly-MacGregor says:
CO:  Jason, now that should raise morale a ... uhhhhh who me.  Of course not.  ::smiles::
Keely_Ryanne says:
::smothers a smile::
CMO_Spear says:
::Sighs and heads back to her office.......ordering another tea, then taking a seat::
Host CO_Cutter says:
CEO:  Make it happen quickly... we have to leave.  Report when the pods are launched and operational.
CEO_Bafii says:
:: walking to the Engineering Console :: CO: Aye
Host CO_Cutter says:
XO:  You keep quiet Commander.  I will not raise false hopes.  Understand?
Host XOLongly-MacGregor says:
CO:  I'll even buy the coffee on that one. ::rises and gets coffee for the two of them::  Of course, understood.
CMO_Spear says:
::Tapping her fingers begins recording possible ways to deal with the symptoms first......to keep those already infected from dying::
CEO_Bafii says:
:: sends a note to the shuttlebay to launch the pods ::
Host XOLongly-MacGregor says:
::feels her spirits lift immensely::
CMO_Spear says:
::Genericillian for the pneumonia::
Host CO_Cutter says:
*CMO* : Christine... we are going to be heading out soon.  Are you ready to receive the medication from the freighter?
CEO_Bafii says:
:: seeing the light go green ::  CO: Sir, Engineering reports ready to depart.
Host XOLongly-MacGregor says:
::hands the coffee to the CO and sits again::  Bafii:: whispers to him:: Have you done any more sims.  You think this will work?
Host CO_Cutter says:
CEO:  Acknowledged.  Let me know when ALL preparations are complete.
CMO_Spear says:
*CO*: We kin have the meds transported ta the Cargobay, Sir.  Then Ah'll hev every available tech, nurse and Doc administering the vaccine to the ship.
CEO_Bafii says:
CO: They are sir.  Engineering is completely ready
Host CO_Cutter says:
*CMO*:  Understood.  Have you considered the best way to administer the medication to the system?  Or is the intent to have the planetside medical people deal with that?
CEO_Bafii says:
<W> XO: I'm having problems with the simms, I find we don't know enough about the interaction between the anti-matter and the planet.. I don't know what will happen.
Host CO_Cutter says:
::flashes a grateful smile::  CEO:  Understood.
Host CO_Cutter says:
Abbott:  Is the course to the freighter laid in?
Host XOLongly-MacGregor says:
CEO:  ::whispers:: Well Bafii, it's sure better than trying nothing isn't it?
CEO_Bafii says:
:: musters a small weary smile ::
OPS_Abbott says:
::without looking up:: CO: Aye Sir, ready and waiting at your command Sir....
CMO_Spear says:
*CO*: Ah was intendin' fer the planet side people ta do it sir.  We could release it inta the air, but currents would prevent the medicine from spreadin' over the entire surface, Ah'm afraid.
Host CO_Cutter says:
Abbott:  Engage, maximum warp
CEO_Bafii says:
<W> XO: I hope so... the simms aren't favorable, but then again I don't know that I trust them
Host CO_Cutter says:
::walks over to Keely::  Keely:  Figuring out the OPS panel?
OPS_Abbott says:
::punches the warp into the computer and feels the Hayden respond::
Host CO_Cutter says:
*CMO*:  Whatever you think best Christine.  I have complete faith in you.
Keely_Ryanne says:
::looks up at Jason and smiles:: Cutter: Sort of.. but I'm doing a great job of faking it. ::snags the CO's coffee and takes a sip::
CMO_Spear says:
::Rubs her unsettled stomach:: *CO*: Ah'm doin' what Ah kin, Sir.
Host XOLongly-MacGregor says:
CEO:  ::Whispers:: Well I think we can count on Keifer and the rest of the crew to work on a way out of this themselves.  I’m sure they aren't just sitting on their backsides either.
Host CO_Cutter says:
::snags back his cup and glares at Keely before smiling::
Host CO_Cutter says:
Abbott: ETA to the Cinobub system?
Host AGM_John says:
Action: 24 hours have passed. The Hayden has met the freighter and is nearing the Cinobub system.
CEO_Bafii says:
:: exits his quarters after a fitful sleep, feeling a little better he makes his way to the bridge ::
OPS_Abbott says:
CO: WE are approaching the Cinobub system now Sir
CEO_Bafii says:
:: arrives on the bridge and takes his station ::
CMO_Spear says:
::Looking a little more rested checks over her med kit one more time......::
Host CO_Cutter says:
Abbott:  Enter standard orbit.
Host CO_Cutter says:
OPS:  On screen
OPS_Abbott says:
:;places the system and planet on screen and plots orbit to maintain::
Keely_Ryanne says:
::nods, she knows how to do this one!:: CO: On screen..
Farmer_J_Brun says:
% COMM: Hayden: Thank Heavens you have come, our civilization is falling, many of our cities are deserted and power is failing
Host AGM_John says:
Action: As views from the planet come up the Hayden is greeted with pictures of devastation. Whole cities lay in smoking ruins. Others seem to be just deserted. A few have erected barricades designed to keep people out.
CMO_Spear says:
::Sitting down on a stool checks over a padd with the inventory of their supplies for the planet::
Host AGM_John says:
The rural images appear little better. there are the same symptoms of empty farms some that lay in ruins and others that have attempted to close themselves off. In the fields of the farms are many people from the cities that are camping in makeshift structures
Keely_Ryanne says:
::stares at the images, horrified::
Host CO_Cutter says:
COMM:  This is Captain Jason Cutter of the USS Hayden.  Who am I speaking to?
Host XOLongly-MacGregor says:
::sees the devastation::
Host XOLongly-MacGregor says:
CO:  My God Jason what are we getting into now?
OPS_Abbott says:
::is appalled at the devastation, wonders what's going on::
Farmer_J_Brun says:
% COMM: Hayden: I am Farmer Jaeger Brun, I am the head of what was once this civilization
CEO_Bafii says:
:: scans the planet ::  CO: I'm showing mass devastations, large areas burned....  death estimates are in the 100 millions
Keely_Ryanne says:
::mutters under her breath in response to the XO:: self: Hell, that’s what.
Host CO_Cutter says:
COMM:  Mr Brun, do you still have medical personnel?  We have medication for you.
Host XOLongly-MacGregor says:
::Looks at the others on the bridge and sees their response is about the same as hers::
CMO_Spear says:
<Breigh> ::Walks over to the CMO putting her hand on her shoulder:: CMO: All ready, Ma'am?
Host XOLongly-MacGregor says:
::listens to Farmer Brun::
CEO_Bafii says:
:: wonders how much death one has to see before the become immune ::
Host CO_Cutter says:
::mutes the comm::   ::snaps::  ALL:  Get it together people.  We're here to help, not depress them.
CMO_Spear says:
::Nods slowly:: Breigh: As ready as we kin be.....ye kin handle it here?
Farmer_J_Brun says:
% COMM: Hayden: Captain, we have the remnants of medical staff at many of the larger farms, encampments now, isolated and with little communication
Host XOLongly-MacGregor says:
CO:  Aye sir, you're absolutely right.  All:  Ok folks stiff upper lip here.
CMO_Spear says:
<Breigh> CMO: Of course.  Everything's always smooth.
Host CO_Cutter says:
COMM:  Very well Mr Brun.  Tell us where the majority of your medical people are and we'll send down a team and the supplies.
OPS_Abbott says:
::raises her eyebrows and tosses a sidelong glance over her shoulder::
CEO_Bafii says:
:: doesn't think he can become more frozen that he already is... goes back to scanning the planet ::
Host XOLongly-MacGregor says:
::puts on a professional appearance and wonders how she let her emotions get the best of her.::
Keely_Ryanne says:
::despite the shock of the visuals she has to agree with the CO and XO and slips on her professional mask::
Farmer_J_Brun says:
% COMM: Hayden: Captain, I have a large staff here and an isolation village here where we keep our cases, so we can most easily test the sera out
Host CO_Cutter says:
COMM:  Understood.  Stand-by to receive our team.
CMO_Spear says:
::Stands::Breigh: Of course it does......Ye are the best staff in Starfleet.
Farmer_J_Brun says:
% COMM: Hayden: Captain , thank you
Host CO_Cutter says:
*CMO*  Doctor, have a team ready to beam down in TR 1 in 5 minutes
CMO_Spear says:
*CO*: Aye, Sir.  Will it be mostly medical or will their be others with us, Sir?
Host CO_Cutter says:
XO:  I want you to lead the team.  I also want Abbott and a full security team to accompany you.  The looters will be dangerous.
Host XOLongly-MacGregor says:
CO:  Acknowledged
Host CO_Cutter says:
*CMO* The XO and a security team will accompany you.
CMO_Spear says:
*CO*: Thank ya, Sir.
OPS_Abbott says:
::turns in her seat and looks to the CO at the mention of her name::
Host XOLongly-MacGregor says:
*Security*  Meet me in TR1 in 5 min.  Bring a full team
CMO_Spear says:
::Grabs her medical kit and heads for the TL quietly::
Host XOLongly-MacGregor says:
Abbott:  Looks like you're with me
Host XOLongly-MacGregor says:
::heads for the turbolift::
CMO_Spear says:
TL: Deck 4.
Host CO_Cutter says:
CEO:  Bafii... you just became CEO/CSO/CTO and helm.  Congrats.
OPS_Abbott says:
::nods and places the helm on auto until a replacement arrives...follows the XO to the turbolift::
Host XOLongly-MacGregor says:
Computer:  Tr1
Host XOLongly-MacGregor  (TurboLift.wav)
CEO_Bafii says:
CO: Just like the old days at Ops... :: laughs for the first time in a week or so ::
Farmer_J_Brun says:
%::goes out to where he is to meet them, and picks up his breather mask and considers::
Host CO_Cutter says:
CEO:  Uh huh.... just don't hit anything, huh?
Farmer_J_Brun says:
% COMM: Hayden: Captain, by the way , I recommend your team have a 2 micron filter mask with them
Host XOLongly-MacGregor says:
Abbott:  Pick up a phaser.  We have no idea what we will run into. ::exits the turbo lift
Host CO_Cutter says:
Keely:  Keep a lock on the team at all times.  I want to yank them out at the first sign of trouble.
Keely_Ryanne says:
::looks between Jason and the CEO, baffled at the inside joking::
CMO_Spear says:
::Exits on deck 4 and heads to the TR blinking every now and again.......trying to keep the thoughts of others at bay for awhile yet::
Host XOLongly-MacGregor says:
::gets phasers from the security team::
Keely_Ryanne says:
::nods:: Cutter: Understood...
Host CO_Cutter says:
*CMO*  Doctor, they are recommending 2 micron filter masks.
CEO_Bafii says:
CO: That's Brynn's job  :: realizes that he just mentioned the name of his friend presumed dead and the color leaves his face :: Aye sir... :: quietly takes a seat at the helm ::
Farmer_J_Brun says:
%::straps on his breather and leaves his house via the airlock ::
OPS_Abbott says:
::makes a quick visit to the nearest weapons locker and grabs an extra phaser::
Keely_Ryanne says:
::makes sure she knows how to do what was just asked of her::
Host CO_Cutter says:
::freezes for a second, then continues on::
Host XOLongly-MacGregor says:
::waits for the CMO and the rest of the team::
CMO_Spear says:
*CO*: Understood, Sir.  But honestly we dunna know if that'll keep us from contracting it.  It could be contracted by external contact
CEO_Bafii says:
:: busies himself setting up the console to run the various ship systems ::
Host CO_Cutter says:
*CMO*  I thought the vaccine would keep our people safe?
CMO_Spear says:
*CO*: I thought so, too......which is why Ah dunna understand why we need a breathin' mask, Sir.
Host CO_Cutter says:
*CMO*  I don't know, but right now I don't want to take any risks.  Use the masks until you’re sure you don't need to.
OPS_Abbott says:
::tucks the second phaser in a safe place and holsters the other one::
CMO_Spear says:
*CO*: Aye, Sir.
Host XOLongly-MacGregor says:
*CMO*  What's your location?
Host CO_Cutter says:
Keely:  Contact SF command and request a status on research for a cure to this plague.
CMO_Spear says:
XO: Right behind ya, ma'am.  We have been instructed ta use air masks with a 2 micron filter.
Host CO_Cutter says:
*XO*  Is your team assembled and ready?
CEO_Bafii says:
:: scans the area for any ships that might transport the plague off the planet ::
Keely_Ryanne says:
::grimaces at having to contact SF command for anything again:: CO: I'm on it..
Host XOLongly-MacGregor says:
*CO*  Ready here sir
Host CO_Cutter says:
::grins at Keely:: Keely:  Suck it up Mister!
Keely_Ryanne says:
::attempts to contact SF command::
Host XOLongly-MacGregor says:
CMO:  All the medicine has been transported down correct?  we're ready to go then?
Keely_Ryanne says:
::sticks her tongue out at the CO::
Farmer_J_Brun says:
%::paces back and forth waiting for the away team ::
Host XOLongly-MacGregor says:
Steps onto the pad and waits for the others to join her::
Host CO_Cutter says:
*XO*  Daria, be careful down there.  At any sign of trouble, get the team out of there.  You may beam down when ready.
Host XOLongly-MacGregor says:
*CO*  Aye
CEO_Bafii says:
CO: Captain, I'm showing some ships trying to leave the planet
CMO_Spear says:
::Hands out air masks to everyone and takes her place on the the padd::
Host XOLongly-MacGregor says:
::the team transports to the surface::
Host XOLongly-MacGregor  (Transporter.wav)
CMO_Spear says:
::Secures her air mask::
Farmer_J_Brun says:
%::;looks at the team as they beam in ::
Keely_Ryanne says:
::keeps a lock on the team::
Host CO_Cutter says:
CEO:  Contact them.  Inform them of the quarantine and that we WILL prevent them from leaving.
Host XOLongly-MacGregor says:
::sees Farmer Brun::
Host AGM_John says:
Action: a feline rubs against the farmer’s legs
Host XOLongly-MacGregor says:
Abbott:  Keep your eyes open for looters or worse
OPS_Abbott says:
::re-materializes on the surface next to the XO and the rest of the team::
Farmer_J_Brun says:
% AT: Who is in charge ? I am Farmer Braun
Keely_Ryanne says:
::waits for an answer from SF command...like those ninny's have proven useful yet::
Host XOLongly-MacGregor says:
Farmer Brun:  Commander Longly.  Our ships Dr. will assist with the inoculations
Host CO_Cutter says:
::has a thought::  CEO:  Belay that last order.
Host CO_Cutter says:
Keely:  You contact the ships.
CMO_Spear says:
%::Stands quietly behind the others her med kit clasped in both her hands::
CEO_Bafii says:
CO: Aye
Host XOLongly-MacGregor says:
::sticks out her hand to Farmer Brun::
Host CO_Cutter says:
CEO:  Move us to intercept the ships and engage a tractor.
CEO_Bafii says:
:: waits ::
Farmer_J_Brun says:
%XO: We have some volunteers here to test out this vaccine, they are the ones who handle the dead, so they can use it most
Keely_Ryanne says:
::attempts to contact the ships::
Host XOLongly-MacGregor says:
@Security Team:  Scout the immediate area
Farmer_J_Brun says:
%::Shakes the XO's hand::
CEO_Bafii says:
:: moves the Hayden towards the fleeing vessels :: CO: Aye sir, in range in 5 seconds
CMO_Spear says:
%::Nods listening to the farmer::
Host CO_Cutter says:
Keely:  Any response?
Host XOLongly-MacGregor says:
@Farmer:  All right.  Have them line up over there where the Dr. is
Host AGM_John says:
Action: the security team sees many cats
Host XOLongly-MacGregor says:
CMO:  Christine start with these men here
Keely_Ryanne says:
::shakes her head:: CO: Not yet...
Host XOLongly-MacGregor says:
::points to the men lining up
CMO_Spear says:
%::Accesses the supplies and fills her hypo:: XO: Aye. Ma'am.
Host XOLongly-MacGregor says:
Farmer:  Have you had any problems with looters out here?
Host CO_Cutter says:
::in no mood to play::  CEO:  Get their attention.  Engage tractor beams
CEO_Bafii says:
CO: They are running, in pursuit  
Farmer_J_Brun says:
%XO: I am sure you wonder about the masks, the reason is twofold, we are farm country and have windstorms with blowing dust also it seems to help prevent spread
OPS_Abbott says:
::sees the cats and performs a scan on the cats since there are so many::
CEO_Bafii says:
CO: Aye  :: engages tractor beam ::
CEO_Bafii (Tractor Beam.wav)
Farmer_J_Brun says:
%XO: by the time the ones who got here got here they were so happy for the help we offered, we had no trouble at all
Host CO_Cutter says:
Keely:  See if they want to talk now.
Keely_Ryanne says:
::nods and hails the fleeing ships again::
CMO_Spear says:
%::Begins inoculating the people one by one......looking at the same hurt in many of their eyes as are in hers::
Host XOLongly-MacGregor says:
@Farmer:  That's good to know.  And yes we were concerned about the masks a bit
Host XOLongly-MacGregor says:
Farmer:  Excuse me for a moment...Abbott:  See anything out of place?
CEO_Bafii says:
:: keeps the ships in range ::
Host XOLongly-MacGregor says:
Farmer:  Sorry.  How long has this disease been on the rampage?
Host CO_Cutter says:
CEO:  We have the ships in the tractor?
Farmer_J_Brun says:
%XO: Tell your people to be careful by the vineyards, there are Rodents that eat the fungus off the grapes and they can be vicious
Keely_Ryanne says:
::makes sure she still has a lock on the team::
CMO_Spear says:
%::Nods to one person that she's done and moves on.......injecting everyone one by one::
Host XOLongly-MacGregor says:
Farmer:  Have you no scientist who can create a cure"  Rodents?  Like rats?
OPS_Abbott says:
XO: no Sir, nothing in the way of immediate danger, however the over populous of this feline like creature is of concern to me...
Farmer_J_Brun says:
%XO: It came up after last seasons grape harvest, spread like wildfire in the cities
CMO_Spear says:
%::Listening as she works.........nearing the end of the line::
Host XOLongly-MacGregor says:
@Abbott and ALL:  Farmer Brun says to avoid the rodents at all cost.  They eat the fungus and if they bite us we can get infected
OPS_Abbott says:
::runs scans on the "house-cat" like creature::
Farmer_J_Brun says:
%XO: smaller than rats, uhm large mice ?
CEO_Bafii says:
CO: Aye sir - they aren't going anywhere
Host CO_Cutter says:
CEO:  Good!
Host XOLongly-MacGregor says:
@ Farmer:  It's been going on that long?
Host CO_Cutter says:
Keely:  Still no answer?
Farmer_J_Brun says:
%XO: the harvest was just last month
CMO_Spear says:
%::Wonders if thick rubber boots would be appropriate in this case::
Host XOLongly-MacGregor says:
@All:  Amend that.  They are more like mice so watch out for them and don't get bitten by them
Farmer_J_Brun says:
%XO: the mice though are indigenous to this world and have a poison 6th toe, that is why they need to be careful
Host XOLongly-MacGregor says:
@Farmer:  I see.  This is a very quick spreading disease then.  ::looks grim::  Have you appealed to another civilization for help?
CMO_Spear says:
%::Finishes up with the inoculations of those lined up.  Pulls out another set of hypos and begins educating many of the people there on how to give the inoculation::
Farmer_J_Brun says:
%XO: TO several, only the Federation offered help
Host CO_Cutter says:
Keely:  Any answer yet from the ships in the tractor beam?
Host XOLongly-MacGregor says:
@Farmer:  They sound like very strange creatures indeed.  Can we readily see them or will they be hidden?
Host XOLongly-MacGregor says:
@Farmer:  I'm sorry to hear you had no more offers of help.
Farmer_J_Brun says:
%XO: if you know what to look for , uhm walk with me
CMO_Spear says:
%::Finishes with her little medical lesson and looks up for the Farmer or XO::
Farmer_J_Brun says:
%XO: the ferengi offered, at the cost of our output for 35 years
Host XOLongly-MacGregor says:
@Farmer:  Of course.  Crew:  Carry on but be very careful of the rodents
Host XOLongly-MacGregor says:
@::follows the Farmer::
Host XOLongly-MacGregor says:
@Farmer:  The Ferengi do have that reputation sir.
Keely_Ryanne says:
CO: They're finally talking.  They SAY they will go back down, but... ::sceptical look::
Host XOLongly-MacGregor says:
@::looks at the ground as she walks::
Farmer_J_Brun says:
%::walks part way into the vineyard and points to a small timid animal scurrying away :: that is one
Host CO_Cutter says:
CEO:  Lock phasers on their engines
CMO_Spear says:
%::Asks a worker for the direction of those infected so she can look at them::
OPS_Abbott says:
@XO: Sir, I recommend the first step in gettin grid of this disease is controlling the overpopulation of these creatures::
Host XOLongly-MacGregor says:
@Farmer:  They look so harmless.  What is the purpose of their sixth toe? A self preservation system?
CEO_Bafii says:
CO: Aye sir :: locks phasers on the fleeing ships' engines ::
Host CO_Cutter says:
Keely:  Inform them that we will release them, but if they attempt to flee again we will disable them.  They can confirm our weapons lock if they'd like.
Host XOLongly-MacGregor says:
@Farmer:  What sort of chemical will kill them if you know?
Keely_Ryanne says:
::nods as she imparts this information to the fleeing ships::
CEO_Bafii says:
CO: Nothing like subtlety
Host CO_Cutter says:
Keely:  Let me know when they acknowledge
Farmer_J_Brun says:
%::overhears :; XO : We have a natural predator for these vermin, they are Trigglers
Host XOLongly-MacGregor says:
@Farmer:  I can have the Hayden transport something down if you know what it is.  Trigglers?  What are they?
Host CO_Cutter says:
CEO:  They can kiss my.....   ummm.... I don't feel subtle right now, okay?
CEO_Bafii says:
CO: Do you ever?
Keely_Ryanne says:
::shoots a look at Jason as she continues talking to the ships::
Farmer_J_Brun says:
%::points at a strange cat-looking creature chasing some "mice"
CMO_Spear says:
%::Follows the worker into the place where the infected lay.......and sees the devastation with her own eyes and her stomach turns.........::
Host CO_Cutter says:
CEO:  Ummmm.....   my mom said I was once.  ::shrugs::  Never can tell.
Keely_Ryanne says:
::snorts as she over hears Cutter::
CMO_Spear says:
%::Looks around for something to empty her stomach in and realizes she can't take off her mask.........tries taking several deep breaths to calm her stomach::
Host XOLongly-MacGregor says:
@Farmer:  Pardon me for saying so but if these trigglers can control the vermin why haven't they done so?
Host CO_Cutter says:
::shoots a dirty look at Keely and waves her attention back to the comm panel::
CEO_Bafii says:
:: shakes his head and returns to his duties... trying to keep his mind in the present as much as possible ::
Farmer_J_Brun says:
%XO : Natural predation has it's ebbs and flows, it is high right now
Keely_Ryanne says:
CO: Alright.. they have all claim to understand..
Host XOLongly-MacGregor says:
@Farmer:  Perhaps a chemical to eradicate the mice would be the quickest thing and the smartest thing to do.  Do you agree?
Host CO_Cutter says:
Keely:  Very well
Farmer_J_Brun says:
%XO: We are proud of our produce and it is prized as it is all naturally raised
Host CO_Cutter says:
CEO:  Release the tractor beams.  If they attempt to leave orbit or do anything other than land, take out the engines.
CMO_Spear says:
%::After gaining control over her stomach walks over and kneels down by one of the infected victims::
CEO_Bafii says:
CO: I don't have any other ships on scanners sir
OPS_Abbott says:
@XO: Sir, if I may, we should be careful we do not harm these Trigglers... the chemical should be a danger to the mice only
Host CO_Cutter says:
CEO:  Good!
CEO_Bafii says:
:: releases the tractor beam and monitors the vessels :: CO: Aye
Host XOLongly-MacGregor says:
%Farmer:  Understood but we need to kill them more quickly and the cats errr trigglers are not accomplishing that feat
Farmer_J_Brun says:
%::looks shocked :: XO: You would pollute our land with chemicals ?
Host CO_Cutter says:
*XO*  Daria, report.
Keely_Ryanne says:
::keeps waiting for an answer from SF command.  Not sure why she even bothers since she always ends up being put on hold anyway!::
Host XOLongly-MacGregor says:
%Abbott::  Agreed
CMO_Spear says:
%::Smiling softly:: Little Girl: Hello.......Me name is Christine......What's yours? ::Begins her assessment as she talks::
CMO_Spear says:
%<Little Girl> ::Lip quivering:: CMO: I'm Laural.....what's........what's........am I going to die?
Farmer_J_Brun says:
%XO:  We can not use herbicides even, by our covenant, you would prescribe mass genocide ?
Host XOLongly-MacGregor says:
*CO*  Captain, part of the problem is a rodent that is eating the crops and spreading the fungus of the bacteria.  There is a sort of cat called a triggler that controls the rodent population but not quickly enough.  I have suggested something that would kill the rodent but not the trigglers or the crops.
Host XOLongly-MacGregor says:
%Farmer:  Well sir what would you suggest then.  Let your population die for the sake of the rodents
Host CO_Cutter says:
*XO*  Understand Daria.  Any security problems?
Farmer_J_Brun says:
%XO: If we must
Host XOLongly-MacGregor says:
%*CO*  None so far
Host CO_Cutter says:
*XO*  Understood.  Keep me informed.
Host XOLongly-MacGregor says:
%Farmer:  I don't understand sir what it is you expect to accomplish then.  By not getting rid of the infected rodents you are only prolonging the plague.
Host XOLongly-MacGregor says:
%*CO* Aye sir
Farmer_J_Brun says:
%XO: we just want a cure for this plague that ails us; teach us how to handle it
CMO_Spear says:
%Little Girl: Nay if Ah kin help it, Lass.  Ah hev a daughter not much younger than ye......Ye'll get the same treatment she would. ::Notes the disease has completed  and stage 2 is just beginning::
Host XOLongly-MacGregor says:
%Farmer:  I understand sir.  But you also need to stop the spread of the disease.  Do you have scientist that are working on a cure?
CMO_Spear says:
%Little Girl: Ah'm goin' ta scrape one of these little sores here, luv......It may hurt a little, but it should help me make ya better.
Host CO_Cutter says:
CEO:  What did our buddies in the ships do?
CMO_Spear says:
%<Little girl> ::Nods her lip still quivering::
Host XOLongly-MacGregor says:
%CMO:  Christine were you close at all to a cure for this plague?
CEO_Bafii says:
:: mind wanders back to the friends they left on the demon planet... the Captain's question brings him back to the real world ::
Farmer_J_Brun says:
%XO: the only scientists we had lived in the city to produce finer wines for export...he died early on
Host XOLongly-MacGregor says:
*%Security:*  Keep all rodents out of this immediate area if you can
CMO_Spear says:
%::Takes out a spatula and a container and scrapes one of the infected sores depositing the insides into the container for spectral analysis.::
CEO_Bafii says:
CO: Safely on the planet sir... guess they thought better of making a run for it
OPS_Abbott says:
% :: thinks of a way to control the rodent population::
Host XOLongly-MacGregor says:
%Farmer:  Let me talk to my Cpt for a moment
Host CO_Cutter says:
CO:  Ahhh.... good plan.
CEO_Bafii says:
CO: One is circling - but has made no move to leave orbit
Farmer_J_Brun says:
%XO: I doubt it is the rodents though , we have lived with them for over 120 years now, with no problem
Host CO_Cutter says:
CEO:  I knew it was too good to....  never mind.  Keep an eye on him.
OPS_Abbott says:
%::nods to security:: Security: Whatever you see in the way of those rodents, dispose of them immediately.
Host XOLongly-MacGregor says:
%Farmer:  then perhaps you need a cure for the fungus itself that's infecting the crops
CMO_Spear says:
%::Listens to the little girl babble about her mother.....and wanting to see her again as she does a spectral work up on the infected spores::
CEO_Bafii says:
CO: Aye sir... I can't blame them for not wanting to land yet
Farmer_J_Brun says:
%XO: The fungus ? But that is what gives our wine the special flavor that is so prized by offworlders
Host XOLongly-MacGregor says:
*%CO*  Is it possible to send a sample of the crop fungus data to SF so they might work on a cure for it?
Host CO_Cutter says:
::forced to nod in agreement:: CEO:  Yeah, but we can't let that influence our actions.
Host XOLongly-MacGregor says:
%Farmer:  But isn't this also what is spreading the disease?
OPS_Abbott says:
% XO: Then how would we account for all the rodents already with the disease, Sir? Perhaps if we rig some sort of trap for these creatures to aid in the Trigglers job?
Host XOLongly-MacGregor says:
%Farmer: And isn't it possible to modify it so it isn't dangerous?
Farmer_J_Brun says:
%XO: that is what we don't know, it started in the cities where the grapes are processed into wines
Host CO_Cutter says:
*XO*  Yes.  Transfer the data to Keely's panel at OPS and have her send it.
CEO_Bafii says:
CO: No sir - I think we all understand that, to quote a popular phrase, the needs of the many outweigh the needs of the few.. at least lately.
Keely_Ryanne says:
::keeps a close watch on the AT::
Host XOLongly-MacGregor says:
%Abbott:  Get a sample of the fungus and upload to Keeley's computer.  Be careful though
Host XOLongly-MacGregor says:
%*CO*  Aye it will be there shortly
OPS_Abbott says:
% ::sighs and nods::
CMO_Spear says:
%::Nods and smiles at the little girl as she works::
Host XOLongly-MacGregor says:
%Farmer:  It sounds like it might also be a processing problem.  Are you sure the vats are sterile?
Host CO_Cutter says:
::whirls around to face the CEO::  CEO: ::fiercely::  If you have an opinion CMDR, that's fine.  Don't share it.
OPS_Abbott says:
%::makes her way to a nearby plant and scans it for fungus, takes a sample::
Host AGM_John says:
<<<<pause Mission>>>>
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